Street number request

Please return form to:

Mailroom
Whangarei District Council
Private Bag 9023
Whangarei 0148

Dear Sir/Madam

Information required before we can allocate a street number

Owner’s name

Contact phone number

Mailing address

Road name

Legal description

Valuation/assessment number

☐ Describe physical location of entrance way so we can identify it

☐ Please sketch a location plan showing the distance along the road or right-of-way from a side boundary to the vehicle crossing or vehicle entrance as shown in the examples on the next sheet. Alternatively in GISMaps locate your street, navigate to your property, print the map and attach it to this form.

Signature

Name

Date
Street numbering – information required

Examples

So that a street number may be allocated, please supply a location plan showing the distance along the road or right of way from a side boundary to the vehicle entrance as shown in the examples below.

Example 1 – Driveway coming off Main Rd

Example 2 – Driveway coming off right-of-way

Display your number clearly

Your number can be

- Painted…
- Purchased from a Hardware Store…
- Purchased from

FAST SIGHT

438 6647
154 Lower Dent St
Whangarei